
A Finished
Apartment With
A Wonderful
View For Sale In
Zayed 2000
Compound
Giza >> Sheikh Zayed >>

Zayed 2000

APARTMENTS

FOR SALE

3 BEDROOMS

3 BATHROOMS

180 SQM

PRICE:

3690000 EGP 
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For sale, a wonderful apartment of 180 square meters in the most distinguished

compounds of Sheikh Zayed and October, Zayed 2000 Compound in Sheikh Zayed, fully

finished, overlooking the landscape, and a kitchen with cabinets, where sophistication

Apartment area: 180 m

first floor

3 bedrooms (including master dressing room) + 2 bathrooms - reception with terrace

Kitchen with cabinets + air conditioners

Asking price for sale:

3,690,000 EGP

In one of the most prestigious and lively areas, Dorra Group Real Estate Development

Company worked to establish its residential project, Zayed 2000 Compound, which

includes residential buildings that were implemented with the highest quality, and also has

a distinctive view of wide green spaces and gardens, and its residents enjoy tranquility,

privacy, and security. Zayed 2000 Compound is considered one of the first residential

projects launched in Sheikh Zayed City, as the developing company has worked on

implementing it since 1994, and has tried to provide through it all the services that

residents of residential complexes need, starting with its presence in the middle of a

residential neighborhood close to most areas. Various services, whether hospitals,

schools, shops and malls.
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